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Abstract 

Central Asia and Pakistan embrace distant neighbourhood and cordial relations. However, affluent 

potential of their relationship remained untapped and almost stagnant. This soaring state undergoes a 

pull and push of geopolitical contest of great and rising powers - ‘the new great game’, in Central Asia. 

The United States, Russia, China, India and their antagonism share convergence and divergence of 

interests. This interplay casts their positive and negative impacts on the future relations of Pakistan 

with Central Asia. This qualitative research, based on inductive reasoning, analyses impediments and 

opportunities for Pakistan in the Central Asia vis-à-vis the power play therein. Being devoid of a 

common border with Central Asia, Pakistan can acquire energy security and geopolitical weight 

engaging Central Asia whereas the latter can access the world through Pakistan’s Gwadar port and 

China-Pakistan Economic Corridor, unshackling off Russian dependency. Central Asia and Pakistan 

has potential to rejuvenate their relationships.  

Keywords: Geopolitics, Great game, Central Asia, Great powers, Foreign policy. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Central Asia, a geostrategic hotspot, comprises the erstwhile Soviet Socialist republics of 

Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan. The region witnesses a complex 

interplay of great powers competition (Amin, 2012). Termed as the theatre of new great game (Subodh, 

2002), Central Asia defines itself from the west in the Caspian Sea stretching to China and Mongolia in 

the east. The region is astride politically a turbulent region in South having Afghanistan and Iran, the 

two significant bordering states that provides only land connection Pakistan and Central Asia, which 

inhibits direct connection and keeps Pakistan’s dependence on Afghanistan and Iran for their mutual 

linkages (Encyclopaedia Britannica, 2021). In north of this landlocked region, there is resurgent Russia.  

Though Pakistan and Central Asian states have cordial bilateral relations and the countries are 

members of various cooperative regional and multilateral forums, yet the relations of Pakistan with the 

five Central Asian states could not blossom to its full potential due variety of reasons (Farhat, 2014). 

During 1990s, Pakistan looked to carve out ‘strategic depth’ in its relations with Afghanistan, the 

Central Asian states and Iran (Centre for Public Policy & Governance, 2011). The natural aim had been 

to solidify its connectivity in the region, inflate diplomatic influence, and sweep political strength and 

economic interdependence. Given tense relations with India in East and unstable Afghanistan in the 

West, China in north as a strategic partner who shares borders with Central Asia, Pakistan was proactive 

in 90s yet gradually, Pakistan’s foreign policy goals in the Central Asian region evolved to limited ones 

(Wasi, 2002). Today, the relationships, if not stagnant, are docile. 

 

THEORETICAL / CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

This paper is a qualitative research and is based on ‘Inductive Reasoning’ (Mason, 2002).  It attempts 

to examine the geopolitical contest of great and rising powers in the Central Asia and superimpose this 

competition on Pakistan’s foreign relations with the Central Asian region in order to analyse the 

impairments and prospects for Pakistan in view of the new great game and geopolitics in the Central 

Asia. Employing ‘Mixed’ methods for analysis of secondary data (Mason, 2002), the paper recommends 

viable policy options to address the grey areas and opportunities identified herein. Theoretically, the 
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paper takes the Realism (Segbers, 2006) as its framework to explain and analyse the geostrategic 

competition in the region and Pakistan-Central Asian relationships.  

   

MAJOR FINDINGS  

Central Asian Contemporary Dynamics 

Historically the Eurasian region and the subsequent Central Asian states since their coming into 

existence have been a theatre of the great game. "The great game" had been a geopolitical and great 

powers’ diplomatic confrontation between the British India and Czar Russian empires (Ingram, 1980). 

Concurrently, ongoing geopolitical competition in the Central Asian region amongst the great and rising 

powers - United States, China, Russia, India and some of the Muslim states like Turkey, Saudi Arabia, 

Pakistan and Iran – are also casting their socio-religious and thereon politico-economic shadows on 

bilateral relations of Pakistan with the Central Asian states (Ingram, 1980). Today ‘the great game’ has 

transformed into ‘the new great game’. In this new geopolitical chess, all great powers are engaged in 

a tug-of-war with each other. 

Since their coming into being, the Central Asian states have been struggling mammoth of issues 

including socio-economic glitches, politico-security distresses, governance matters and human rights 

challenges. Being part of erstwhile USSR, these states had connected to the outside world through 

Mosco only, thus lacked in ability to steer domestic governance, foreign engagements and international 

relations (Amin, 2012). The region, being a rich hydrocarbon reservoir, and its geographical position 

connecting the East and the West, has significant economic and strategic prospects to offer. Having 

evolved from their initial inability to take off with effective international and geostrategic policies, the 

states have effectively engaged the world, rather playing competing powers in the region against each 

other to address the Central Asian interests (Subodh, 2002). Except for Turkmenistan who is paying a 

policy of positive neutrality, all states are stepping out for participation in global affairs and 

international politics. Collective Security Treaty Organization (CSTO) run by Russia, NATO’s 

Partnership for Peace (PfP) and Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) of Russo-Chinese alliance 

portray their strategic interests (Subodh, 2002). Regionally, the Central Asian states have not been able 

to have a unified and harmonised foreign affairs design, in the regional interests. However, all the great 

and rising powers, both distant and regional, are competing for their influence in the region for their 

geostrategic interests.  

 

Pakistan and Central Asia Relations: A Historical Analogue 

Central Asia has a rich political, socio-cultural and economic history.  Historically the region remained 

deeply linked with its nomadic inhabitants and housed the Silk Road civilization (Amin, 2012). The 

region has been a geographical pivot and remained a crossroads amongst Europe, West Asia, South 

Asia, and East Asia. It has been a carrier for trans-regional movement of masses of one particular 

cultural identity, trade route, economy, trade goods and of course ideas (Amin, 2012). 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Central_Asia - cite_note-6 The very ancient Silk Road connected 

Muslim socio-cultural and religious identities with European land, South Asia, and East Asia. It is 

because of this cross-cultural and cross-ethnic position of Central Asia that further deepened struggle 

between tribalism and traditionalism and modernization. 

Central Asia amalgamates the Perso-Islamic tradition of Middle East and the Mongols; it has 

been largely affected by prominent Chinese, Indian, and Turkic cultural traditions (Anderson, 1997). 

During pre-Islamic era, advent and expansion period of Islam, Central Asia was primarily Iranians of 

Indo-European origin until 10th century. In the 8th century, Islam stepped into the region, When 

Sassanid in Persia were defeated by the Arabs, Turks became the principal and biggest ethnic entity 

(Britannica Encyclopaedia, 2021). It was Mongols in 12th and 13th centuries that invaded the Central 

Asian region, massacred the original inhabitants, becoming a notable tribe in the region, later expanding 

towards Afghanistan and India. During 14th century, Central Asia became the homeland of 

Kazakhs, Uzbeks, Tatars, Turkmen, Kyrgyz, and Uyghurs, who largely spoke Turkic languages, 

replacing Iranian ones (Anderson, 1997). 

It was in 16th century that Russians invaded the area, and from 18th century onwards, Russia 

started gaining dominance in Kazakh steppes, and expanding in the region in 19th century (Amin, 

2012). This the point in history that launched Russian ‘great game’ with the British empire in south, 

creeping in from Indian territories towards Afghanistan and Central Asia. Historically the Eurasian 
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region and the subsequent Central Asia since their coming into existence have been a theatre of the 

great game. "The great game" had been a geopolitical and great powers’ diplomatic confrontation 

between two empires - the British versus the Russian empires (Subodh, 2005).  This contest for 

dominance and territorial gains in Central and South Asia, Afghanistan and neighbouring regions lasted 

during larger part of the 19th century era until the initial period of the 20th century. The term ‘great game’ 

had been first used in mainstream academic literature by the British novelist named Rudyard Kipling 

in 1901; thereafter, by Professor H.W.C. Davis in his academic presentation well known as ‘The Great 

Game in Asia (1800–1844)’ in 1926 (Malcolm, 2001). However, the common use of this term "the great 

game" to depict British-Russia conflict in these regions turned common post World War-II. In not only 

Central Asia, but this great game also had caused its straight affects in Persia and British India, of which 

today’s Pakistan was part of (Malcolm, 2001). Since Britain was apprehensive of Russians probable 

invasion in British India to further enlarge the Russian empire. This caused an environment of 

geopolitical mistrust, animosity and consistent diplomatic rivalry between these kingdoms.  

Since mid of the 19th century to the closure of the 20th century, majority of Central Asia 

remained the territory of Russian Empire, and later the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR). 

Following Bolshevik revolution of November 1917, also called as October Revolution (American 

Historical Association, 2021), the Soviets tried to redesign Central Asia too as per their policies of 

nationalities. It resulted in creation of fabricated nations and drawing their borders, reshaping their 

cultural colours and overpowering all forms of multinational identities. In 1924-1936, ‘Stalin decrees’ 

created the today’s Central Asian states, engineering them, from their cultures, history, ethnic traditions, 

and languages (Olivier, 2002). Following disintegration of erstwhile in 1991, five republics including 

Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan made today’s Central Asia with a 

population of around 72 million (Encyclopaedia Britannica, 2021). These new states inherited former 

Communist Party officials in political power having strong foothold due closer linkages to Ex-USSR 

throne and socialist bondage. This still prevails. 

 

Significance of Central Asia and Pakistan 

Central Asia continues to be of great geostrategic and economic significance for the World and Pakistan. 

Historically, the region has been the centre of the Great Game: Halfords J. Mackinder, a British 

geopolitical scientist, termed it as Heartland while talking on the subject of ‘the Geographical Pivot of 

History’ in 1904 (Atal, 2005). Being a novel geostrategic concept, it continues to a geostrategic position 

for of its immediacy to the benefits of numerous great and regional powers, and Eurasian territory. 

Central Asia hardly predominantly houses its genuine populace. It never remained the throne of a 

singular authority of any empire. The region had been the victim of division, conquests, and 

disintegration so often. The region largely remained the battlefield for external powers and not a power 

itself. Despite enormously rich in resources, it has not been able to exploit its wealth. Therefore, today 

it catches the eye of every great power, triggering a new great game. Interplay of security and counter-

terrorism interests of US, Russia, China, Afghanistan and Iran, and of Pakistan in counter-terrorism 

perspective and Afghan War has given further impetus to the region (J-Eric, 2009). 

The pivotal location of Central Asian region fetched it both the benefits and difficulties amongst 

various historical empires. Because of its location, it provided a bridging route for trade to and from all 

great powers. Conversely, the region has remained consistently susceptible to violence from every 

direction all along its history. This resulted in its political disintegration and fragile socio-religious 

structure, creating vacuum for power exploitation (Andrey, 2016). 

Central Asia is very rich in natural resources – oil, gas and mineral resources. US Energy 

Information Administration (UEIA) estimates proven oil reserves of around 16-32 billion barrels, latent 

206 billion barrels, 236 trillion cubic feet proven gas deposits (US Energy Info Administration, 2021). 

In addition to Hydrocarbons, the region has abundance of iron ore, gold, aluminium, coal and titanium 

(Amin, 2015). It is the presence of colossal hydrocarbons and minerals in this region that geopolitics in 

this region has taken shape of energy politics, and geo-economics that external and regional power are 

vying for the influence in the region. Such energy wealth in the backyard of Pakistan offers enormous 

prospects for Pakistan’s energy security in particular and national security in general. Vice versa, 

Pakistan can provide a fast track to Central Asian states to outer world through Gwadar port, which is 

now being developed as gateway to China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), the flagship project of 

China’s Belt & Road Initiative (BRI). 
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In terms of geopolitics, geo-economics and security perspectives, both Pakistan and Central 

Asia all of it has its impact in bilateral relations of Central Asia and Pakistan. Having mutual 

geopolitical, economic and diplomatic foothold in each other’s neighbourhood offer massive scenarios 

of cooperation to both Pakistan and Central Asia.  

 

Geopolitical Competition in Central Asia 

Central Asian region, though landlocked, holds central position amongst various regions that entails 

South Asia, South-East Asia, the Middle East, and Europe. This geographical orientation affords 

Central Asian states afford trading routes to and from diverse and number of countries to engage in 

trade. As Mackinder professed, Central Asia remains the world’s ‘heartland’; and, to assert oneself on 

the world and have its reigns, Central Asia must be dominated (Weigert, 1945). The connecting nature 

and central position of the region was destined to place itself as a prospective goods carriage 

passageway bridging Asia, Europe and the Middle East. Today we comprehend it has manifested in the 

form of China’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI).  In the grand-strategic context, Central Asia has 

acquired a very crucial place to address geopolitical objectives of all great and regional powers – US, 

China, Russia, India, most importantly (Liedy, n.d.). 

There are a large number of markets on the Central Asian borders; be it China on the East, 

Russia and Europe on the West, Turkey also, and then on south Iran, Afghanistan, India and Pakistan. 

The US and Europe look for the gas reservoirs in the region. In geopolitical terms, the US and Western 

Europe seek to contain Russian and Chinese influence and their resurgent dominance in the region, 

especially Russian control on the natural gas outlet to Europe (Liedy, n.d.). Both these powers are 

struggling to dismantle years-long Russian pipeline monopoly over resources of Central Asia 

(Muhammad, & Adam, 2016). On the east, China is also weighing to diversify its gas supply sources, 

especially from the US (Susan, 2020). 

Being in immediate neighbourhood, China finds Central Asia an impending alternate. In 

Central Asian perspective, if it engages with a foreign major power in energy domain, it would greatly 

benefit the five states of the region because along with the development of infrastructure, attractive 

investments, energy cooperation would greatly affect socio-economical profile due local employment, 

and growth in other trading fields. Following disintegration of Ex-USSR, Russian dominance in the 

region stood out (Hussain, 2012). However, in contemporary era, Russia like other major powers, the 

US, China and rising economies like India, are contending each other to woo Central Asian states for 

their geostrategic and geo-economic dominance (Hussain, 2012). It is because of their individual 

strategic interests and objectives in the region that the great powers are not much wary of the socio-

economic freedom, social justice, liberal democracies, and human rights conditions in the Central Asian 

states.  

Along with Russia, the US and China, states like Turkey, Iran, Pakistan and India are also 

entangled in geo-strategic push-and-pull for their own limited strategic interests (Bagan, 2012). In the 

region, though Russia dictates political management all over the erstwhile socialist republics, yet its 

dominance has started to dilute. However, there are still the Russian military bases 

in Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan (Bagan, 2012). On the other hand, the US, post 9/11 in particular, having 

its military and security stakes in the southern neighbourhood of Central Asia continues to be actively 

involved in the region albeit not for too much gains.  The US military engagement and that of NATO 

in their Global War on Terror (GWoT) in Afghanistan also exercise significant sway in some of the 

Central Asian states. The US is also way of the increasing Chinese engagement in the Central Asia as 

China is maintaining an effective and growing relationship with the Central Asia via trade, BRI projects 

and the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation. Pakistan can have two-prong access to Central Asia 

through Afghanistan and China (Mustfa, 2020). 

In the context of Pakistan-Central Asia relationship, Pakistan views China’s growing 

connectivity and influence in the Central Asia a very positive indicator, as Pakistan and China share 

strategic partnership and Pakistan houses China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), the flagship 

project of BRI. Similarly, Pakistan-India rivalry unnerve both India and Pakistan for each other’s 

engagement in Central Asia, Iran and Afghanistan. It is of strategic concern for Pakistan that India has 

a military facility in Tajikistan, and is maintaining significant military cooperation with Kazakhstan and 

Uzbekistan (Encyclopaedia Britannica, 2021). So far https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Central_Asia - 
cite_note-Reiter-64Turkey is concerned, Pakistan looks positively its substantial influence in Central 
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Asia owing to Turkey’s centuries-spread ethno-cultural bonds with Central Asia of Turk origin; and, 

secondly for Turkey’s Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan oil pipeline (Farhat, 2014). Pakistan has an affirmative lens 

to see increasing political and economic relations with Central Asia. Pakistan’s western neighbour Iran, 

like Turkey, due to its historical political and cultural influences, seek to enhance its influence. Iran is 

also looking for construction of oil pipeline from the Caspian Sea to the Persian Gulf.  

Pakistan, due to its historic political relations with Afghanistan, is considered well-placed to 

exert influence. Pakistan provides the shortest route to Central Asian states to Arabian Sea (Indian 

Ocean); the Central Asian states also comprehend this fact. Pakistan and Central Asia views their 

engagement for supply of natural gas and development of pipelines (Asif, 2011). The mountains in 

northern Pakistan exist on the peripheries of Central Asia; and Gilgit–Baltistan is neighbouring 

Tajikistan, having thin strip of Afghan Wakhan Corridor. Thus, in overall geostrategic context, Pakistan 

stands positive prospects with Central Asian region but Pakistan-Central Asian relations have been 

stagnant and not been groomed proactively.  

 

Pakistan and Central Asia – Historic Context 

Historically, territory that form today’s Pakistan used to have strong socio-cultural and trade relations 

with Central Asia. The great game between the British who were controlling India and Russia 

controlling Central Asia caused diminishing those relations (Nausheen, 2002). Since soon after its 

independence in 1947, Pakistan shook hands with the anti-communist powers. This resulted in growing 

close relations with this region of Central Asia. There was no fruitful or visible relationship between 

Pakistan and Central Asia once this region was part of Ex-USSR. To add to the cold relations, Pakistan 

was supporting Afghan Mujahedeen against the Soviets, on the behest of the US (Cheema, 1988). 

Since coming into existence post-disintegration of erstwhile USSR, Central Asian Republics 

had abundant importance in the contours of foreign policy of Pakistan. Geographical nearness between 

Pakistan and Central Asian states, the latter’s geo-political and geo-economic importance and 

Pakistan’s quest for being the entrance to Central Asia stirred Pakistan to build strong ties with these 

states. Thereafter, Pakistan abandoned its pro-Taliban strategy post-9/11. Such switch over in the 

foreign policy of Pakistan resulted in better cooperation with the Central Asia. Nevertheless, the 

landscape of Pakistan’s affairs with ex-Soviet Central Asia has mainly been commercial and lesser 

politico strategic in nature. 

 

Results and Discussion: Impact of Geopolitics on Pakistan-Central Asia Ties 

Despite having had close religion and cultural bonds, Pakistan could not nurture deep political, 

economic and socio-cultural relations with Central Asian region owing to its Afghan foreign policy 

(Cheema, 1988). Today, Pakistan and Central Asian relations are not as warm, close and deep as 

Pakistan desired once the Central Asian came into existence. An array of domestic and cross-frontier 

impediments inhibited the growth of close and deep relationships between Pakistan and Central Asian 

states. Domestically, Pakistan had been and continue combating fragile economic and political issues 

which other  powers had not to worry of (Asif, 2011); the US, Russia, China, India, Iran, Turkey  had 

been stable and strong countries in the region. Instability and poor security situation in Afghanistan had, 

and it still has, a great role to play in the poor relationships with Central Asia. Pakistan’s unstable and 

fragile law & order, and security situation in Baluchistan and erstwhile FATA (merged in KP province) 

which particularly ran astride Afghanistan border remained key impediment to join hands with Central 

Asia in joint economic projects which Pakistan wanted to pursue -  be it proposed pipelines for oil and 

gas, trade or political harmony. Contending strategic interests of several regional and world powers had 

also barred Pakistan to foster strategic and strong relations with Central Asia. It is prudent to view 

Pakistan-Central Asia Relations from the prism of theses powers:   

 

a. Russian Legacy in Central Asia 

Pakistan and Russia have not engaged in consistent, strong and close relations due Pakistan’s presence 

in anti-Russian camp during the Cold War and support of Mujahedeen during Afghan War (Hussain, 

2012). However, post-9/11 relations between Russia and Pakistan warmed up and gradually Pakistan 

has come closer to Russia due to increasing gulf between US-Pakistan relations vis-à-vis Indo-US 

strategic alliance, Pakistan-Chinese strategic partnership vis-à-vis Russia-Chinese alliance, BRI offers 

further connectivity with Russia. For Russia, Central Asia provides it a strategic depth and leverage. 
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Any geopolitical developments taking place in Central Asia, Russia views it critically as Central Asia 

is considered as Russian backyard.  Thus, Pakistan needs to adopt a cautious approach and ought to be 

very watchful with respect to its policy in Central Asian states and Afghanistan. Russia has lot of 

residual socialist elite in Central Asia post-USSR disintegration, so Russia, in one or the other form 

tries to assert itself in all political and economic decision-making in the Central Asian region. Therefore, 

it is a rightful policy of Pakistan, though by default, to establish reliable and strong relations with Russia 

to ensure close and strategic ties with Central Asian states. Indian-Soviet strategic alliance, in defence, 

economy and trade, is a strong determinant for outcome of Pakistan’s footprints in Central Asia. 

Recently, Pakistan has started to warm up the stagnant relations with both Russia and Central Asia. 

Pakistan, during the 19th ministerial conference of CAREC in December 2020, suggested a regional 

free trade agreement among member countries of Central Asia Regional Economic Cooperation 

Program (CAREC) (Haider, 2020). Such initiatives would increase mutual trust, enhance economic 

cooperation and mitigate the existing irritants in Pakistan’s ties with its northern neighbours.   

 

b. Chinese Strategic Interests in Central Asia and Pakistan 

Given the strong, stable and strategic relations between Pakistan and China, in all spheres of life, both 

these states have shared interests in the region in general. They support and endorse each other. The 

interests converge especially in the trade and energy sectors. China’s dream of connectivity and shared 

prosperity has influenced the world in general, and the Eurasian region, Asia and Africa in particular. 

BRI is a project of connecting world, and it has its branches passing through Central Asia to connect 

the East to the West. CPEC, being a flagship project of BRI, offers lot of strategic opportunities to 

China, Central Asian states and other neighbouring countries. Gwadar port, the gateway to CPEC, is a 

strategic weight that can be extended to Central Asia to mitigate its geographical limitations of being 

land-locked (Khetran, & Khalid, 2019). In March 2021, Pakistan offered Uzbekistan the facilities of 

Gwadar port (Baqir, 2021). Pakistan should use this lever for its stronger, dependable and rewarding 

ties with Central Asia.  

Considering Pakistan-China harmony vis-à-vis China-Central Asia and China-Russia alliances, 

Pakistan can carve out significant opportunities to establish its stronger ties with Central Asia. In terms 

of national security and politics, Pakistan and China pursue their own designs towards Central Asia. 

Earlier, China had apprehensions about Pakistani support towards Taliban regime in Afghanistan vis-

à-vis the Uyghur militants in Xinjiang, as China feared that these militants could seek support in the 

hands of Taliban in Afghanistan. However, role of Pakistan in Global War on Terror being a front-line 

state, and exponentially increased economic, trade, security and strategic partnership with China, 

especially CPEC venture, Pakistan-China relationship stands strong and stable. This cohesion and 

commonality of interests give Pakistan smooth way to Central Asia, if duly exploited by Pakistan.    

 

c. United States Geopolitics in Central Asia and Impact on Pakistan 

Pakistan and the US relationship has been a roller coaster. Both the states have been strong partners in 

the interests of the US, but the relations were never trustworthy and stable. Pakistan was frontline ally 

in Afghan War and Pakistan has been one in GWoT. However, the US and Pakistan both are wary of 

each other. Pakistan could not harmonise and leverage itself being the major partner of the US. Given 

such spasmodic relationship, Pakistan does not see the US support in harbouring Pakistan in Central 

Asia. Since the US has its strategic interests (Blank, 2008) in the Central Asia in terms of containment 

of Russian resurgence and Chinese expansion, access to hydrocarbons, and war against terror, Pakistan 

and the US are misaligned in this region except for the agenda on the GWoT.  

In Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan, the US has been able to secure military bases (Blank, 2008). 

This has resulted in worries of China and Russia due to US military foothold ‘in the garb of anti-

terrorism’. Pakistan being a “frontline non-NATO state” in GWoT, provided transit way for war 

supplies for Afghanistan. Central Asia also provided the US with the alternatives, thus skinning the 

Pakistan’s significance too. The US evacuation from Afghanistan post-US Taliban Peace Agreement, 

may allow the US to increase its focus on the Central Asia. Simultaneously, China-Pakistan strategic 

relations, and growing Russia-Pakistan relations cause apprehensions in the US. On the other hand, 

China also views the US military existence in Central Asia as a threat and containment strategy (U.S. 

Department of State, 2019). Thus, the US and Pakistan seem misaligned in Central Asia, and Pakistan 
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needs to craft its foreign policy towards Central Asia and Afghanistan so as to establish close relations 

with the region mitigating fallouts of the US policy.  

 

d. Iranian Inheritance in Central Asia and Influence on Pakistan  

Pakistan and Iran share brotherly and friendly ties with each other based on common religion, historic 

confluences, trade, and socio-cultural engagements. Their relationships can be termed as unstable and 

inconsistent. Both the neighbourly states struggle to grow mutual and multilateral economic relations 

with the Central Asian states. Economic Cooperation Organisation provide a forum, but not so 

effectively. 

Divergent stance in Taliban regime in Afghanistan, Iran-India alliance and cooperative 

engagements, Saudi-Iran tussles, and Iran-US belligerence vis-a-vis US-Pakistan relations, Indo-

Pakistan rivalry and Pakistan-Saudi bondage strategically squeeze Pakistan putting it in a difficult 

situation. Pakistan-Iran economic engagements and cooperation to provide Central Asian hydrocarbons 

to Pakistan offer prospective strengthening of relationship with Iran and Central Asia both.   

 

e. Divergence of Indian and Pakistan’s Interests in Central Asia  

Pakistan-India animosity is a denominator of South Asian politics, and it casts its shadows in global 

relations. Both the countries strive for their increased influence, diplomatic influence, economic 

cooperative agreements, security partnerships and strategic alliances to tilt geopolitical and strategic 

weight to one’s favour. Pakistan operates on a defensive foreign policy design and lacks proactivity and 

vigour in comparison to India. In Central Asia, Pakistan estimates that it is better placed to build stronger 

relations due to socio-cultural, religious, Pakistan-China affection vis-à-vis Indo-China rivalry, China-

Central Asia proximity, and Pakistan’s own geographical proximity towards Central Asia. India is 

devoid of direct route to Central Asia; it is bound to access the region through Pakistan and then 

Afghanistan. However, despite all these factors, India has been able to ingress, assert and establish itself 

with Central Asia firmly (Menon, & Rajiv, 2019). 

Exploiting vulnerability of Afghanistan in post-9/11 scenario, and luring Afghani leadership, 

India chalked its way in Afghanistan and onward to Central Asian region. Deep access in Afghan 

territory has put India in a strategic advantage in national security and political context, thinning the 

strategic depth Pakistan used to boast of. Indian presence in Afghanistan has further provided it with 

foothold to cause unrest and security issues in Pakistan, especially Pakistan’s western border with 

Afghanistan and Iran (Menon, & Rajiv, 2019). Post-9/11, terrorism from Islamic extremists took a new 

wave and all the countries of the world strategized their policies accordingly. India stepped in the 

Central Asian region leveraging itself in fighting threats emanating from Islamist militants. Both India 

and Central Asia states closely cooperated in security and law enforcement domains in order to eradicate 

terrorism, and counter-narcotics (Menon, & Rajiv, 2019). Vulnerability of relatively secular 

governments in Central Asia has exposed them susceptible to religious extremism, ethnofare and 

extremism. India used this very notion to sweep Central Asian friendliness and economic cooperative 

engagements to establish stronger relationships in the region.  

Indian energy interests in the region and encirclement of Pakistan, in its backyard, are important 

strategic objectives of India for which Pakistan must be deliberating and strategizing. India is vying for 

an energy pipeline running from Russia to India through Central Asia and China. Turkmenistan-

Afghanistan-Pakistan-India pipeline is another energy project that can provide regional connectivity 

and interdependence; however, the project is consistently facing delays and now its postponed to 2023. 

In politico-strategic terms, one can gauge the ingress of India in Central Asia by the fact that India has 

a military base in Farkhor in Tajikistan in year 2002. This region is in neighbourhood of Afghanistan. 

This very fact along with the India’s presence in Shanghai Cooperation Organization (as an observer) 

cast serious security implications for Pakistan’s national security and strategic objectives, and 

strengthening of its relations with Central Asian states. 

 

f. Pivotal Position of Afghanistan in Pakistan-Central Asian Relations 

Seeing through the prism of Pakistan and Central Asian relations, it is of immense importance that 

Afghanistan remains stable and its security situation in control because it is through Afghanistan both 

Pakistan and Central Asia can be bridged. Pakistan offering CPEC dividends to Central Asian states 

and Central Asia extending it to markets of South Asia, Indian ocean and Middle East; all have to have 
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a stable Afghanistan. Afghanistan can also route Central Asian hydrocarbons to South Asia and Iran. A 

secure and stable Afghanistan can make it happen – for both Pakistan and Central Asia.   

Ongoing peace process, in the wake of US-Taliban Peace deal of 2020 in Qatar (Maizland, 

2020), is expected to cast positive effects in the restoration of peace process in Afghanistan; however, 

its success is being seen by the scholars in suspicion (Jones, 2020). As efforts of peace are on, Pakistan 

and Afghanistan are to engage in a trustworthy and long-term framework. Pakistan has been effective 

in helping establishing and propelling peace talks between the US and Taliban, yet there is a colossal 

work to be done that comes after evacuation of the US from Afghanistan (Javaid, & Dashti, 2016). 

Given the Indo-US strategic partnership deepening in all spheres of life including nuclear concessions, 

both India and the US are contemplating for a larger and regional role of India after the US evacuation. 

Already increased Indian foothold in Afghanistan does not augur well for Pakistan, if that happens. It 

would cast negative ripples for Pakistan-Central Asian relations. Thus, need is that Pakistan effectively 

engage both with the US and Afghanistan to safeguard its interests both in the South Asia and Central 

Asia.  

 

CONCLUSION 

Central Asia has re-emerged as a region of supreme prominence, a region of the ‘new great game’, for 

regional and international players including Pakistan. Overview of geopolitical environment in the 

context of Central Asia and Pakistan draws that how the ongoing geopolitical and grand-strategic power 

contest is affecting the region and bilateral relations. Exploiting the positive ripples on the geostrategic 

power contest – the new great game – and mitigating the negative fallouts for improved, much engaged 

relationship between Pakistan and Central Asia can fetch dividends for all stakeholders, and the region. 

There is a convergence and divergence both in the strategic interests of the competing states – the US, 

Russia, China, India and Iran. From Pakistan’s lens, being devoid of a common border with any Central 

Asia is a primary impediment for Pakistan to step into and sustain the region. Wakhan Corridor in 

Tajikistan, neighbouring Afghanistan and China can mitigate this natural handicap. Pakistan too so far 

has been creeping with a static approach, could not carve out an active and engaging policy to develop 

new vistas of growing bilateral relations with the Central Asia. Given Pakistan’s strategic significance, 

support of China, opportunities of economic connectivity, religious affinity and cultural semblance, 

Pakistan must articulate a proactive policy for Central Asia in view of the ongoing geostrategic 

powerplay in the region.  The aim, for Pakistan, should be that Central Asia views Pakistan, relegating 

other regional countries, as a valued state to engage with in all mutually rewarding geostrategic 

objectives. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS  

Complexities of ongoing geostrategic antagonism in the Central Asia draws that all competing powers 

are vying for respective strategic and economic interests in the Central Asia. This competition offers 

Pakistan opportunities, and obstacles in establishing its deep, close and stable relationships with Central 

Asian states. Given the peculiar nature of Pakistan’s relations with the competing powers vis-à-vis their 

individual interests in the region, Pakistan needs to construct its foreign engagements and cooperative 

mechanism that should mitigate the negative fallouts of this geostrategic competition and exploit the 

positive impact in accomplishment of its objectives in the Central Asian region. 

To exploit the prospects and mitigate impediments, following recommendations are made for 

Pakistan’s policymakers: 

a. Pakistan must construct a well-deliberated foreign policy that should account for the 

complexities of power competition in the Central Asia, its geopolitics and Pakistan’s own 

national interests in the Central Asian region including counter-Indian Central Asia 

engagement, energy security and economic connectivity.  

b. Multi-prong and multi-dimensional collaboration and strategically profitable 

engagement framework should be made for Pakistan’s future relations with Central Asia.  

c. Given the fact that there is an individual policy of each Central Asian state, Pakistan’s 

revitalised foreign policy should thoroughly cater for individual dynamics of each Central 

Asian state.  

d. Since Central Asia is a landlocked region, Pakistan can offer trade routes, market 

entrées, economic connectivity and ocean access through Gwadar port, being the gateway of 
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CPEC. Along with China, Pakistan must engage Central Asian states in shared prosperity 

umbrella. Pakistan should seek Chinese support in making strong foothold in Central Asia. This 

would serve both Chinese and Pakistani strategic interests.  

e. Peace in Afghanistan is a pre-condition for strong and stable Pakistan-Central Asian 

engagements in the absence of direct geographical linkage between the two. Proactive and 

confidence-building engagement with Afghanistan  

f. Along with the geostrategic and geo-economic cooperative framework, Pakistan must 

engage with Central Asia in the domains of education in terms of exchange of scholarships and 

researchers, socio-cultural connections, fine arts, and sports fields to enhance people-to-people 

contacts.  

g. Pakistan’s energy needs merit a stable and sustained supply. Central Asian engagement 

in this regard can be mutually beneficial for both Pakistan and Central Asian states.  

h. In the presence of strategic interests of the great powers in the Central Asia (and 

elsewhere), Pakistan must design a non-aligned policy to advance its national interests. Given 

the new great game dynamics, alignments are likely to harm the strategic interests of Pakistan.  

j. As part of proactive foreign policy, Central Asia must be positively approached and 

engaged in all bilateral, regional and international forums.  

k. Pakistani government must persuade its academia, higher studies institutions and think 

tanks to analyse microscopically the internal dynamics and international affairs of Central 

Asian states individually, in every domain, in order to identify space for Pakistan to positively 

and vibrantly engage with the states.   
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